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ABSTRACT

A research and development program was begun two years ago
at the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) to study nonmedical
applications of computed tomography. This program had several
goals. The first goal was to develop the necessary reconstruction
algorithms to accurately reconstruct cross sections of nonmedical
industrial objects. The second goal was to be able to perform ex-
tensive tomographic simulations to determine the efficacy of tomo-
graphic reconstruction with a variety of hardware configurations.
The final goal was to construct an inexpensive industrial proto-
type scanner with a high degree of design flexibility. This report
describes the implementation of these program goals.

I. INTRODUCTION
Computed transverse axial tomography has been applied to such diverse

1 2
disciplines as electron microscopy, radio astronomy, ana most notably nuclear

3 4-6

medicine, and medical radiology. Its introduction in the latter instance

has provided a new dimension for that discipline. As the word implies, tomo-

graphy produces an image of a cross section slice through an object as opposed

to the conventional single x-ray view or projection of that object. Projec-

tions at several angles are used to reconstruct the tomographic cross sections.

The ability to image cross-sectional slices through anatomy without obstruction

from over- or underlying features has proven invaluable in medicine.

Boundary detectior. and surface reconstruction from several adjacent cross

sections soon may also have a similar impact on medical diagnosis. However,

the applicability of these technologies to industrial inspection and nondestruc-
8—12

tive testing are just beginning to be explored. Possible reasons for this



relat ive lack of industrial applications ar° the present high cost of commercial

scanners, uncertainty as to which type of x-ray source/detector to use for a

given application, and the cumbersome physical equipment configurations that

may sometimes be necessary. Also, as with a l l new techniques, there is a learn-

ing period that potential users must i n i t i a l l y undertake. I f the specific i n -

spection task is not time or sensi t iv i ty c r i t i c a l , the f i r s t reason is largely

eliminated since f i lm can be used as the image recording medium. This f i lm re-

cord can then be analyzed o f f - l ine at a later time. However, the use of f i lm

has several disadvantages. F i rs t , f i lm has a -shorter dynamic range than

solid-state x-ray detectors. Secondly, the relat ively uncollimated nature

of normal cone beam x-ray exposures w i l l y ie ld higher levels of scattered radi -

ation with a corresponding loss of image contrast and material density

information.

The f i r s t l imi tat ion is inherent to f i lm as a medium and cannot be avoided.

Proper shielding of the f i lm cassette can, however, reduce scattered radiat ion.

In addit ion, multiple s l i t image recordings of a l l necessary tomographic pro-

jections on one or a very few sheets of radiographic f i lm is also possible.

This w i l l not only reduce scattering onto the f i l m , but w i l l ef fect ively reduce

the cone beam of radiation from the source to a fan beam of known sol id angle.

The la t te r diverging ray problem is easily corrected as w i l l be demonstrated

later .

Film possesses one attr ibute that may make i t useful in some industrial

environments where time or sensi t iv i ty are not c r i t i c a l . I ts resolution is

superior to even the most highly collimated detector. At the present time we

hypothesize that the smallest practical col1" viator may have an open area of

approximately 1 by 10 pm . Film could exceed this resolution l im i t by two

orders of magnitude.

A signi f icant advantage when using tomography in many industrial applica-

tions is the large difference in attenuation coeff icient (y) between various

materials. For instance, an a i r void surrounded by a background of a heavy

metal is much easier to detect with fewer penetrating photons than tissue types

that exhibi t similar attenuation coeff icients.

Thus, these high-attenuation di f ferent ials can y ie ld detectable defects

with coiTparatively rapid but high-resolution scans using a properly collimated

sol id state detector. The performance trade-offs appear to be cross section

resolution, -a ter ia l attenuation d i f ferent ia ls , and projection gathering time.



A coliimated detector is a more efficient, i.e., more sensitive, recorder o*

available photons. However, as the collimator open area is reduced, fewer pho-

tons can be recorded in a given interval of time. Also, as has been mentioned,

practical sizes of detector collimation cannot match the resolution of film for

realistic source strengths.

While it was mentioned earlier that these trade-offs could limit the in-

dustrial applicability of computed tomography, this limitation can also be over-

come. It is possible through experimentation and computer simulations to deter-

mine the optimal practical choice of the source intensity and energy range as

well as the choice of a matching detector medium. Computer simulation will then

determine the expected image quality with these choices along with the flexible,

but finite, time constraint placed on *;he gathering of the necessary projections.

The tomography simulations to follow were computed with these considerations in

mind. The modularity of the tomographic device under development will allow the

flexibility to make a wide range of possible hardware configurations realizable.

II. TOMOGRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION FROM PROJECTIONS

Figure 1 depicts in symbolic form the scanning and reconstruction process

using three projections p(t,9.) for i = 1,2,3. However, the number of projec-

tions can vary between 2 and 360 in presently known applications. Each projec-

tion p(t,6) is essentially a line integral along a path L through the object

cross section relative to an angle 0. In fact, if f (x,y) denotes the object

absorption density at a given z-axis height, we have

I(t,e) = lQ(t) e-
p(t'8) , (la)

where IQ and I are incident and transmitted x-ray intensi t ies, respectively,

and

P(t,6) = / L f z ( t cos 6 - s sin 8, t sin 6 + s cos e)ds . (lb.)

Thus, i f IQ( t) and I ( t ,9 ) are measured, then

p(t,e) = -an [ i ( t , e ) / i o ( t ) J Oc)

is known.



The set of projections, once obtained, are available for the reconstr'c-

t ion process. Several algorithms have been proposed for the reconstruction task.

I terat ive approaches appear to have some merit when a very l imited number of
13 14

projections are available. ' I t is f e l t that the industrial environment w i l l

not often be constrained by this l imi ta t ion. I t has been our experience that

when more than 30 projections are available over at least 180 degrees of rota-

t i on , the f i l te red back projection algorithm performs sat is fac tor i ly . I t is

also a comparatively simple algorithm that has been implemented in hardware in

several medical systems. For these reasons i t was chosen for our i n i t i a l work.

The basis of this method w i l l now be discussed. The case where t and 6 ara both

continuous w i l l be i n i t i a l l y considered.

The one-dimensional Fourier transform of a projection p(t ,9) is Pe(v)

defined

uo

Pe(v) = /"p(t,6)e- j27TVtdt , (2)

— oo

where v is measured as a spatial frequency. I f P is f i l t e red with a frequency

domain ramp or rho f i l t e r |v| and inverse-transformed, this w i l l produce a f i l -

tered projection p(t,e) defined

CO

P(t,e) = / P 6 ( V ) • |v| • e j2irvtdv . (3)
— oo

The rho f i l t e r effectively produces the phaseless derivative p(t,8) of the orig-

inal projection. Using these filtered projc t.ions, the cross section f (x,y) at

a given z-axis height can be reconstructed exactly using

fzU,y) = / p(x cos e + y sin e,e)de . (4)

o
However, exact reconstruction is not possible since the number of angles 8 at

which projections are actually collected is always discrete and f i n i t e . Also,

p(t ,e) is usually a sampled or digit ized waveform. Thus, for f i n i t e 6 denoted

0. , the reconstruction can be approximated by

K

fz(x,y) = jrJ^PU cos 6. + y sin e ^ ) . (5)



I t should also be noted that the mathematically exact rho f i l t e r |v| is

often modified in many applications. The use of a low-pass f i l t e r to attenuate

noise-dominated higher frequencies is often used in conjunction with the rho

f i l t e r in these instances.

The reconstruction algorithm just discussed assumes that the projection

data was gathered from parallel rays. This would be the case when projections

are collected using a single collimated detector. However, the use of several

collimated detectors positioned on an arc defined by a fan beam angle a yields

nonparallel ray projection data. This l a t te r fan beam geometry is used because

i t greatly accelerates the projection-gathering process and is a more e f f i c ien t

use of the x-ray source f lux . Thus, the fan beam projection rays must be con-

verted to the equivalent set of parallel projection rays before reconstruction

is undertaken.

I I I . FAN BEAM GEOMETRY CORRECTION

The problem of converting fan-beam data to parallel-beam data in computer-

aided tomography is often referred to as the "sorting problem," since each data

point collected on a fan-beam projection corresponds to some data point on a

parallel-beam projection taken at a di f ferent rotation angle. Also, since the

data is discrete, a two-dimensional interpolat ion is required. Such a conversion

permits reconstruction by standard algorithms that operate on parallel-beam

data. This approach has been c r i t i c ized by Horn as not very effect ive since

the accuracy is compromised by the interpolation step, especially in the case of

noisy data.

In this paper, we consider the "sorting problem" as a simple two-

dimensional rubber sheet transformation between the fan-beam and parallel-beam

sinograms. Although the interpolation step is unavoidable, we f ind that i t con-

tr ibutes to a noise reduction in the converted parallel-beam sinogram over a

genuine parallel-beam sinogram, when the noise levels in the collected data are

the same and exceed the interpolation error.

The geometry for fan-beam data collection is presented in Fig. 2. Here

the object is enclosed in a c i rc le of radius R centered at the or ig in 0 of the

x ' - y ' scanner coordinate system. The fan angle of the x-ray source is a. The

x-y axis is fixed in the object that rotates about 0. For each rotat ion angle

61 , a projection h (x ' ,6 ' } from the point source S located at a distance D on the



y1 axis above 0 can be recorded. Indeed, the value of h(x ' ,6 ' ) is just the line

integral along the ray SP. Here x1 is the intercept along the x'-axis by the

ray.

Moreover, if we consider the ray SP as a ray from a parallel-beam

projection, then from inspection of Fig. 2 we see the rotation angle 6 would be

61- 6, and the projection point would be offset a distance t from the origin.

Here $ is the angle between SP and y ' -axis , and t is the normal distance of SP

from the origin in the fan-beam geometry. Thus, if p(t,G), -R < t < R, denotes

parallel-beam projection data taken at a rotation angle 6, we can write for the

ray SP

h(x',d') = p(t, 0' - <j>) . (6)

From Fig. 2, we observe

s in <)> = t / D , and (7)

cos 4> = t /x 1 . (8)

18
Combining the above equations, we f ind that in general

p(t,6) = h ( t , 6 + sin'^t/D) ) . (9)
/

The function p(t ,e) is often called a sinogram since, as a function of

two variables, i t can be displayed as a picture in which point objects appear

as sinusoidal curves. If we call h(x',e) the fan-beam sinogram, then the

coordinate transformation of Eq. (9)

x1 =

/] - (t/D)2 - R < t < R
(10)

e1 = e + sin'\t/D)

defines a rubber-sheet (one-to-one and continuous) transformation from the

parallel-beam sinogram to the fan-beam sinogram. This transformation has the



interesting property that parallel-beam projection data p(t,6) taken at a fixed

rotation angle e1 depend only on fan-beam data for rotation angles 61 with

6 - sin" ](R/D) < e1 < 6 + sin-1(R/D) . (11)

From Fig. 2 we see that

a = 2 sin" ](R/D) (12)

is just the angle subtended by the object at the point source S. Paral le l -

beam projections have the well-known property

p(t,Tr + e) = p(-t ,e) . (13)

Thus, projection data need only be collected over 180° of rotation for complete

reconstruction. However, this is not the case for fan-beam projections, since

magnification is introduced. From Eqs. (11) and (12), we see that fan-beam

projections must be collected over the range -a/2 < 91
 < n + a/2 of rotation

angles 61 in order to derive parallel-beam projections over the range 0 < 6 < IT

of rotation angles 6, an increase by a, the angle of the fan-beam subtended by

the object.

As in the reconstruction process presented ear l ie r , i t is necessary for

reconstruction purposes to obtain the discretized sinogram of parallel-beam data

p( t . ,6 . ) equally spaced in both t and 6, i . e . ,

t i = i • fit, i = - N r . . . , N ,

(14)

0. = j • 69, i = -N 2 , . . . ,N 2 ,

for suitable 6t , 66, N,, and fL,. Unfortunately, substitution of the sample

positions given by Eq. (14) into the transformation Eq. (10) produces unequally

spaced values of x1 and 91 . Since the fan-beam data is usually sampled in a

regular manner, i . e . , 6' equally spaced and either x1 or (j> equally spaced, a two-

dimensional interpolation is necessary.



In general, the image U 1 . : - , 6 ' . . ) of the parallel-beam sample point

( t i , 6.) w i l l l i e in the in ter ior of a rectangle with vertices located at fan-

beam sample positions, i . e . ,

x ' k < x ' i j < x l k + l
(15)

for appropriate sample indices k,£.

We use bi l inear interpolation to get

( x - i j 5 o ' i j ) = w 1 h ( x ' k , e - l ) + w 2 h ( x ' k t l , e - t ]

(16)

W 3 h ( x V 9 W + W 4 h ( X ' k + l '

where the weights w,,. . . ,w« are selected so that h ( x ' . . , 0 ' . . ) = h(x' ,0 ' )

when ( x ' . . , e ' . . ) coincides with each of the four vertex points (x1 ,6 ' ). Thus,

i t is reasonable to expect a small interpolation error when ( x ' . . , 6 ' . . ) l ies

near the center of the rectangle.

We have noticed in computer simulations to follow that s igni f icant noise

reduction in converting fan-beam data to parallel-beam equivalents can be achiev-

ed. A probable explanation of this observation follows. First of a l l , the

noise is modeled as a signal-dependent Poisson type in which the noise variance

is related to the signal. In the bi l inear interpolation step, we need only con-

sider noise values X - j , . . . ^ at the vertices ( x ' k , 6 ' £ ) , (x'^+l ' e V > ( x ' k ' e £ + l ^ '

x ' . + 1 , e ' , ) , respectively. Since the signal at the four vertices is roughly

the same magnitude, we assume the noise to be additive with zero mean and var-
2

iznce a dependent on the average signal at the vertices. Thus, by superposition

we can consider the bi l inear interpolation of the noise separately from the sig-

nal in which we claim there is a noise reduction ef fect . The interpolated noise

Y can be expressed as

Y = w1X1 + w2X2 + w3X3 + w4X4 , (17)

where the weights w,, . . . ,w« are defined previously. We further assume that

noise values at the vertices are independent. In this case we f ind that Y has



an average value of zero and has a variance,

a\ = a
2 £ w\ . (18)

k=l 4

V 2

One can veri fy that in bi l inear interpolation the sum * - ' w k is a quadratic

function of the coordinates (taken separately) of the interpolation point that

takes on a minimum equal to 1/4 at the center of the interpolation rectangle

and assumes a value of unity at the vertex points. The behavior of the noise

error is the reverse of that or the interpolation error, which leads to a bal-

ancing ef fect : near the center, interpolation error is large but noise error is

small, while near a vertex the reverse is true. Obviously, when the noise stan-

dard deviation is much greater than the interpolation error, the bi l inear in ter-

polation step is a signif icant aid to the reconstruction by reducing noise. In

the following computer simulation involving fan-beam conversion, the standard

deviation of the noise in the interpolated parallel-beam data was reduced by a

factor of 2/3 of that of genuine parallel-beam data, using the same noise

parameters.

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES

We have found i t beneficial to model proposed tomographic hardware con-

figurations through computer simulations. The c r i t i ca l variables are the x-ray

source f lux strength and the energy range of the source. Sources may be of two

types. First one can assume that the source of f lux is monoenergetic or broad

band. Cobalt 60 is an example of the former, while conventional bremsstrahlung

or neutron sources are examples of the la t te r . We w i l l treat each class of sim-

ulation with separate examples.

The basic inputs needed for the computer simulation in the monoenergetic

case include the x-ray attenuation coeff icient y of a l l materials at a specified

radiation energy, the number of incident photons (IQ) impinging on the detector

per projection point p in a given time interval through an aperture size (m),

the number of pixels/projection (M), and the number of projections w per recon-

struction plane. Typically one is given experimentally derived values of y and

IQ. An effective noiseless path length p(t,0) through the phantom is then com-

puted. Often the computation of each total path length through the object i n -

volves a random selection of individual discrete y bins along the chord length



being accumulated. A monoenergetic source spectrum S(E) = 6(E) w i l l be i n i t i a l l y

assumed. This yields a constant estimate of a l l y coeff icients. Once y is

estimated, th i s , along with the incident number of source ph.tons I Q , is used to

compute the standard deviation a of each projection point. (See Appendix A.)

(19)

This is used to add signal-dependent Gaussian noise to each noiseless projection
point of each w projection used in the simulated reconstruction. Thus, the
noisy projection is

Pi(r) = p.(r) + o p (r)n , (20)

where n(0, l ) represents a random number from a Gaussian source with zero mean,

and variance 1 and p represent the noiseless projection.
19 20

Hanson ' has ver i f ied that the threshold o

as a signal-to-noise rat io (SNR) can be expressed as

19 20
Hanson ' has ver i f ied that the threshold of detectabi l i ty expressed

SNR = 5E . (21)

°R

The standard deviation (ao) of the noise of a tomographic reconstruction in a
region of uniform y is

a
oR = -

S
— K . (22)

v'w m

Values of SNR of between 2 and 5 with K = 0.5 have been shown to allow a 50%

detection probabil i ty of small (4-pixel area) a i r voids in heavy metals.

As an example, le t us tomographically reconstruct a simulated 24-mm diam

Plutonium cylinder with w = 180 evenly spaced projections over 6 = 180°. There

w i l l be M = 256 pixels/projection, a m = 0.1 mm-square aperture, a 1-MeV Co

source, and the y of plutorium w i l l equal 0.16 mm" . Within the cylinder are

eight c ircular a i r voids (y = 0) ranging in diameter from 0.2 mm to 2.4 mm.

Since a is signal-dependent, we w i l l estimate the maximum number of incident

photons (Ig) per aperture needed to produce a reconstruction with a minimum SNR

of 4. This w i l l y ie ld a reconstruction where the smallest a i r void w i l l be just

10



above the 50% percept ib i l i ty .

max . JL^ ! . w n f f ( . i ) . 0.1073 (23b)
P l\ U. 0

max p = f0.16 dz = 3.84

C
,P .3 .84

l 0 = "^2
7P

p
max I n = =-* = = 2546 (23c)

0 ap
2 (0.1073)2

min I = IQ e"P = 2546 e" 3 " 8 4 = 55 (23d)

Therefore, with IQ = 2546 incident photons, one should expect no fewer than

I = 55 ex i t photons incident on the x-ray detector. The SNR = 4 should make

0.2-mm-diam a i r voids just detectable. Figure 3a shows the resultant 256 by 256

reconstruction f. The small void to the l e f t of center is also quite detectable.

The 0.2-mm void to the r ight of center is barely detectable, thus reinforcing

the just-explained detection c r i t e r ia . As a comparison, Fig. 3b shews the same

phantom with an order of magnitude higher incident f lux IQ and at least 2500

exi t photons corresponding to a SNR = 10. As predicted, a l l voids are easily

detected.

One further simulation has been undertaken. Once again the SNR was set

at 4. This time, however, projection data was gathered by an (a = 76°) fan

beam of x-ray f lux over 256 one-degree increments. The transformation previous-

ly explained converted these fan-beam projections into an equivalent set of

parallel-beam projections. The reconstruction shown in Fig. 3c shows a per-

ceived decrease in noise over that of Fig. 3a. One can speculate that the per-

cep t ib i l i t y detection threshold has been increased, i . e . , the effect ive SNR has

been increased in the la t ter case. From the computer simulation, using the same

noise parameters, we found that the RMS error in the interpolated parallel-beam

sinogram was 2/3 of the RMS error in the genuine parallel-beam sinogram. This

implies a noise reduction of the same magnitude in the reconstruction domain

from Eq. (22). The measured noise reduction factor was 0.525.

11



The second study is a tomographic simulation of a broad band spectral

source and detector. I t involves a research project sponsored by the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) to assess tne use of resonance-neutron computed tomo-

graphy for the assay of f i s s i l e materials.

While this study involves neutron, rather than x-ray simulation, the a l -

gorithm developed could just as easily simulate an x-ray bremsstrahlung hardware

configuration. I t was the goal of th is research to provide investigators at NBS

with rea l i s t i c simulations of expected tomographic reconstruction qual i ty given

the expected size of objects to be reconstructed, the resolution of the recon-

st ruct ion, and the nature of the detectors to be used. These have been taken

into consideration in the simulations that fol low.

The simulations to be presented were used to assess the f eas ib i l i t y of

using resonance-energy neutron beams to generate tomographic images of f i s s i l e

materials. Since tomographic images are quant i tat ive, the hypothesis to be

tested was that of matching the detector to the material to be detected so that

f i s s i l e material inside a closed container could be iden t i f i ed . For example, a

235
U f iss ion detector would be used to locate and ident i fy the presence of a l l

235 239 233

U in the container. The same procedure would be repeated for Pu and U.

A proposed NBS experimental apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. I t consists

of a neutron source and a thick variable-width source coll imator designed to

produce a pencil beam of primary neutrons for i r rad ia t ion of a standard. The

standard consists of a 23.6-cm-diam iron cylinder with various 1-cm-diam cy l i n -

ders of f i s s i l e isotopes inside. The large cylinder w i l l be mechanically moved

ana rotated to produce projection data with a paral le l rather than a fan-beam

radiat ion pattern. The detector coll imator would be simi lar in design to that

of the source col l imator. The detectors w i l l be sensit ive to the f iss ion cross

sections for " J U , " D U , and " y P u .

The simulation that was performed was based on the following assumptions:

1. The materials were homogeneous and contained only a single nuclide.

2. The exponential absorption law holds.

3. The detectors were f iss ion chambers and the i r response was propor-

t ional to the number of incident neutrons that underwent a f iss ion

reaction.

Figure 5 shows the total neutron cross sections (y values) used in th is

experiment. There were 38 discrete cross sections from .683 eV to 2 keV used

to simulate the spectral continuum. The simulated tomographic detector(s)

12



consisted of f i ss i le material(s) with known fission cross section(s) shown in

Fig. 6. The detector records a number proportional to the number of transmitted

neutrons that underwent a fission reaction in the detector. Each projection

used in the reconstruction consisted of 128 points, and the projections were

gathered over 180° (0 = 1,180). Each projection point was computed in the f o l -

lowing manner. At each projection point, t , the neutron flux passing through

the phantom was computed. The total neutron signal IQ( t) was recorded with d i f -
t)

ferent neutron detectors for each of the isotopes previously described.

The following formula summarizes this accumulation:

Ut) = Vl(E)-DJE).e-^>^ (24)

E=l

for t = 1,128

where 9 = 1,180 K = 1,3.

I is the number of neutrons emitted by the source per energy group •..

Dj, is the fission detector sensit iv i ty to a specific isotope (K) as

a function of energy bin E.

yfi is the integrated neutron pathlength through the phantom at pro-

jection point t , angle 8, and energy group E. The total neutron

cross sections used to compute these u are shown in Fig. 5.

Each of three detector responses D was computed as a function of energy group E

as follows:

-F (E)-x
DK(E) = 1 - e * , E = 1,38 , (25)

V K = 1 ,3

where FK(O is the fission cross section of each isotope (K) as shown in Fig. 6,

and x is the assumed fission detector thickness (1 mm). Each total detected

signal Ig(t) was then converted to total neutron pathlength p(t,e) by the f o l -

lowing equation:

p(t,8) = An ( I o / I 0 ( t ) ) (26)

for t = 1,128; 6 = 1,180

13



where IQ represents the sum of all source neutrons I(E) over the total energy

spectrum.

Poisson noise was added to each projection point IQ(t) prior to the use

of Eq. (26) to simulate neutron noise characteristics. (See Appendix B.) These

operations were repeated for each of the 180 projections mentioned earlier. In

order to determine the sensitivity of the phantom to each of three separate

fission detectors, DK(E) was successively replaced, and the projection formation

repeated.

The reconstruction of the noisy projections was then undertaken for each

detector. Each projection was filtered using a filter with the following fre-

quency domain response prior to back projection:

H(f) = f ; 0 < f < fn/4 (27)

The Nyquist frequency f is 0.27 pixels/mm in these simulations. The first half

of Eq. (27) is the analytically exact phaseless differentiator used in the orig-

inal back projection algorithm first derived by Radon. The modification rep-

resented by a Hanning roll-off in the second half of the equation is necessary

to reduce ringing artifacts and the effects of noise. The ringing artifacts are

present in the reconstructions at material boundaries of high contrast such as

exist between these dense fissile materials and air. These filtered projections

were used to reconstruct the tomographic cross sections using the back projec-

tion algorithm.

Figures 7a, 7b, and 7c show typical reconstructions. These reconstruc-

tions were created with the fission detectors sensitive to each of the fission-
233able materials as described .arlier. In each figure, the U cylinder is shown

centered at pixel (64,64) in the 128 by 128 reconstruction plane. Each pixel
235 239represents a 1.85-mm-square area. The U and Pu cylinders are shown to the

233right of and below the U cylinder, respectively. Table 1 is a matrix that

shows the peak amplitude of the responses of each cylinder as a function of the

chosen detector.

These simulations indicate that differentiation of fissionable materials

by neutron tomography can be successful. Nondestructive quantitative assays of

14



Detector
Type

233(J

2 3 5
U

2 3 9
Pu

TABLE I

VARIOUS RESPONSE

233

.312

.264

.288

PEAKS

Peak Response
235U 239pu

.240

.264

.264

.193

.201

.265

sealed radioact ive containers may be possible using th i s technique. The code

developed in th i s research can be used in simulat ions where i t i s desirable to

model broadband spectral source and detector conf igura t ions .

V. BEAM-HARDENING CORRECTION

The simulat ions previously discussed do not include degradations in re-

construct ion qua l i t y that can be caused by the so-ca l led "beam-hardening" e f f e c t .

This w i l l be used as a generic term to describe changes in e f f ec t i ve beam energy

(E) as material densi t ies are traversed.

The l i near at tenuat ion coe f f i c ien ts (y) of a l l mater ia ls are a funct ion

of beam energy (E). I f the object to be reconstructed were i r rad ia ted wi th a

source spectrum In(E-.) of monochromatic photons, then IQ (EQ)
 = - ^ ^ ( ^ - E-o) where

6 denotes a un i t impulse of i n t e n s i t y I Q . Cobalt 60 has two such impulses qu i te

near 1200 keV. I r id ium 192 has several such peaks and a mean energy of 390 keV.

A typ ica l x-ray source has a maximum energy of about 400 keV wi th a mean energy

around 300 keV. These three sources h^ve a decreasing degree of monochroma-

t i c i t y of t h e i r source spectrum. Since lower energy photons are absorbed more

than those of higher energies and higher energy photons tend to be scattered

to a lower energy, the e f fec t i ve energy of the source changes as the object i s

penetrated. In the former case, the mean source beam energy increases w i th a

corresponding decrease in e f f ec t i ve y as a material is progressively penetrated.

This i s c lass ic beam hardening. In the l a t t e r case, the mean beam energy de-

creases and the e f f ec t i ve u increases. This describes a "sof ten ing" of the

rad ia t i on . Beam softening can be eliminaged wi th good co l l ima t ion and/or energy

d isc r im ina t ion . Scanning around the object resu l ts in an energy averaging
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effect from Eq. (5). This reduces but does not eliminate the hardening prob-

lem. The resulting visual effect is a "cupping a r t i f ac t , " which w i l l be demon-

strated in the experimental work on defect detection in reactor pipe cross

sections.

A streaking ar t i fac t occurs when the object to be reconstructed is rec-

tangular rather than circular. This w i l l also be demonstrated. As before, le t

I(E) denote a polychromatic x-ray or gamma-ray source beam. I f these photons

are detected with a perfect detector, the integrated signal is

e

Io =yI(E)dE , (28)
0

where e denotes the maximum energy present in the beam. If the source beam

passes through a cross section of an object with linear attenuation coefficient

p(x,y,E), the detected signal intensity will be

IQ(x) = / l (E) expf - /"u(x,y,E)dy| dE , (29)
0 l

 i
 J

as in Eqs. (1) and (24), the polychromatic projection pathlength is defined

p(x,e) = In [ IQ/Ie(x) ] . (30)

When beam changes occur, p changes as a function of x and y as a result of

changes in beam energy (E).

I f the source is monochromatic [IQ(E ) =IQ6(E - EQ)] and efforts are made

to eliminate beam softening, Eq. (30) reduces to

p.(x,e) = J y(x,y,EQ)dy , (31)

L

and the projection data represents the integrated path length L through the ob-

ject at angle 6 for a single energy E~. Beam energy does not change, and y

remains constant as a result.

A rather simple correction for beam hardening is possible when the object

being irradiated is composed of a single material. In this case, one approach

could be to create a physical step or wedge phantom of this material. The ob-

ject when irradiated would yield measured intensities I as a function of physical
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thickness x. A curve of x (ordinate) vs p(x,0) (abscissa) could be f i t to an n

order polynomial. The corrected projection p would be

pc = pc(x,6) = 5 3 a.jptx.e)1 . (32)

i=l

The corrected projections are then used to reconstruct the tomographic cross

section.

In practice, n = 2 is often used since classic hardening w i l l follow an

approximately quadratic path. This correction technique w i l l be applied in the

experimental section of the report.

When the object is composed of more than one material density, the si tua-

t ion becomes more complex since an n order polynomial estimator must be found

for each material present in the object. The following is an approach that we

feel could be successful. Let us assume materials zirconium (Z) and uranium

oxide (UO) are present in our object. F i rs t , an i n i t i a l tomographic reconstruc-

t ion is completed. This reconstruction has a r t i fac ts , but i t is possible to

isolate the uranium oxide by interact ively selecting a gray level threshold

above which only uranium is vis ible on the screen of our display. (Such a

thresholding operation for separating zirconium and ha. .iurn in a test piece w i l l

be demonstrated la te r . ) Next, the value of the length x of uranium is plotted

vs the average Py value along the path. This step is repeated for each bin of

each projection. The result ing scattergram is f i t t e d to an n order polynomial.

The zirconium path lengths x are simi lar ly plotted. The corrected total path-

length x = x + x is the sum of the two

P (x,e) = Pc(xz,e) + Pc(xv,e) (33)

. nu

Pc(x,e) = J^a i p(xz,e)1 + £ a i p ( x u ' e ) 1 > (34)
1=1 1*1

where n = n = 2 w i l l probably suff ice.

I t is clear that this technique can be extended beyond the case where two

materials are present as long as adequate thresholds can be found that isolate

the various materials. The cost of this approach is an additional reconstruction.
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In the experimental work to follow, only the single material method was

implemented by a computer algorithm. In additions a special phantom was not

constructed to estimate an x vs p curve. Instead, the geometrical path x

through the actual objects under study were computed and matched to the detector

response p at the corresponding point. The resulting scattergram cf x vs p was

fit to a quadratic curve in order to find the a. correction coefficients. The

correction procedure was applied to round test objects only. These objects in-

cluded an aluminum test piece with various size holes drilled in it, and several

sized reactor pipes with either real or programmed defects in their walls. In

all these cases a master uncorrected projection p was computed by averaging the

individual real projections each synchronized to a common point such as the

point of maximum wall thickness. This was possible because of the rounded na-

ture of these objects. The geometrical pathlengths x through the material were

also easily computed because of the circular shape. This correction process

worked surprising well and did not require the construction of a separate wedge

or step phantom. The examples that follow will demonstrate the success of this

relatively simple correction procedure.

VI. FILM-BASED TOMOGRAPHY

Film can be used as a substitute for an electronic detector or detector

array when sensit ivity and projection-gathering time can be successfully traded-

off with resolution. Several examples of film-based tomography w i l l demonstrate

th is .

A study was conducted to determine the possibil i ty of detecting and sizing

cracks in reactor cooling water tubes. The tomographic inspection w i l l , in

turn, be used by Batelle Northwest Laboratory to calibrate eddy current inspec-

tion of these tubes. The cracks occur on the outside diameter of the nominal

1.2-mm-thick wall tube and generally run with the tube axis in the plane of

the crack. The cracks vary in depth and width, but are al l less than 0.1-mm

wide and have a maximum depth equal to the wall thickness (1.2mm). The outside

diameter of the tubing is 22 mm.

Because the cracks to be visualized are very small (< 0.1 mm by! mm) with

high x-ray absorption contrast, industrial x-ray f i lm was chosen as the detector.

While the f i lm has relatively low dynamic range, i t has excellent spatial resolu-

tion comparable to a collimated nuclear detector. Figure 8 i l lustrates the

equipment. The 4-mm radiation gap projects to 4.7 mm on the f i lm. This requires
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that the f i lm translate 5.7 mm between exposures to prevent double exposures.

The x-ray source was shielded with lead bricks with a small port to collimate

or at least minimize the stray scattered radiation.

After each exposure, the tube was rotated 1° and the f i lm advanced 5.7 mm.

The movement of the f i lm was d ig i ta l l y controlled by the mechanical transport

subsystem of the prototype scanner to be discussed in thd next section. The

fiducial plate was mounted on the back of the upper exposure s l i t plate and

served as a reference mark for the subsequent microdensitojneter scanning. To

perrrit the fan-beam geometry to be corrected to the normal parallel beam geome-

t r y , views were taken from -10 to 190°.

After the s l i t images were developed, each was scanned with a scanning

microdensitometer using a lOO-ym by 1500-yn, s l i t . The 100-ym dimension was par-

a l le l to the scanning direct ion. The d ig i ta l data resulting from each scan was

stored on magnetic tape prior to reconstruction in the computer. The scans were

aligned by referencing the s tar t of each scan to the fixed f iducial image. A

sinogram of the pipe is shown in Fig. 9.

Figure 10 i l lus t ra tes the correlation between the vis ible cracks using

an unwrapped mosaic of the pipe's surface and the cracks detected in the recon-

struct ion. The most important conclusions we can draw at this point are

1) Many of the cracks in the pipe are detected by tomography.

2) The crack indications v is ib le in the reconstruction appear to

have structure (shape and or ientat ion).

The cracks appear blurred for several reasons. Cracks do not run perfectly

linear with the pipe axis but are somewhat i rregular. Since the microdensitom-

eter s l i t is 1.5-mm long, this in effect integrates along the s l i t length pro-

ducing a wider crack image and a lower contrast image. Secondly, the f i n i t e

scanning s l i t width (100 u) introduces i t s own blur factor that must be account-

ed for. Similar applications w i l l be undertaken later with an electronic

detector.

VI i . REIMBURSABLE

We w i l l b r ie f ly describe a second film-based application undertaken by

LASL for Westinghouse-Hanford. This resulted in a tomographic analysis of a

spent X-229-A fuel rod bundle using the f i l t e red backprojection and maximum

entropy reconstruction algorithms.
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The input data consisted of 18 transmission neutron radiographs supplied

by Westinghouse-Hanford. Each radiograph consisted of a 13-in length of fuel

bundle containing 61 circular pins in a hexagonal matrix clad. Figure 11 is an

example of three of the radiographs at 0°, 30°, and 60°.

While the quality of these radiographs was extraordinary, there were no

fiducials on the films to provide registration between f i lms. With the help of

Hanford personnel, we manually provided these f iducia ls . Each radiograph was

scanned from the base to the apex. Twelve such scans were undertaken at approx-

imately 1-in intervals up the fuel assembly. The scan aperture was a rectangu-

lar s l i t that was 100-y wide and 1500-y high. Thus, the resolution of each pro-

ject ion was 100 u, and the reconstruction plane had a depth of 1.5 mm.

The 12 scans for each angular view and 18 views over 180° were used as

the basis for reconstruction. For example, i f one were to choose the sixth scan

l ine from the bottom in each of the 18 views, these 18 projections would consti-

tute the input to the reconstruction algorithm. The output would be a cross-

sectional reconstruction of a 1.5-mm-thick plane halfway up the bundle. One

additional l imi ta t ion of the input data should be mentioned. The radiographs

were exposed with a cone beam of neutron f lux. As a result , some spatial d is-

tort ions occurred, especially near the base and the apex. These distort ions

caused those reconstructions to be inaccurate in these regions, since the re-

construction algorithms used require coplanar data. While i t is easy to correct

for a fan beam of radiation in tomography, the same cannot yet be pract ical ly

said for a cone bt.am of radiation. For these reasons, we expected the data near

the central plane (plane 6) to y ie ld the best reconstructions in this case.

The f i lm recorded data was proportional to I or total neutron intensi ty. Each

total detected signal I f i can then be converted to total neutron pathlength

p(t,6) by Eq. 26. I t should be noted that I is also corrupted by Poisson

counting and f i lm noise, beam scatter, f i lm nonl ineari t ies, and probable beam

hardening.

This work assumed that Ig represented the recorded f i lm density of the

background (BG) a i r pathlength between the source and the f i lm . This background

density was recorded in specular density units on our scanning microdensitom-

eter. The f i lm recorded neutron intensity through the object was I Q . The

projection data p used in the reconstructions was
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p(t,0) = £n(BG/D)

t = 1,800 6 = 1,180,10 , (35)

where D was the microdensitometer-recorded f i lm density.

Next the 800 points in each projection were averaged down to 400. This

was done because there was excessive projection resolution given the number of

projections available. To estimate the background density, a straight l ine in -

terpolant was used between projection points 5 and 396 for each projection.

This also par t ia l ly corrected for observed background bias changes probably die

to misalignment of the source beam center.

The maximum entropy reconstruction technique also set projection points

i = 1,...4 and i = 397, 800 to 0. This helped tc suppress background ar t i fac ts .
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Beth backprojection and maximum entropy reconstruction algorithms were used to

analyze this data. However, a detailed discussion of the maximum entropy method

is beyond the scope of this report. It is felt that filtered backprojection

is of marginal utility for the number of views present in this application. The

second reconstruction algorithm to be used is an iterative method involving the

maximization of entropy. It is designed to optimize the reconstruction when

relatively few projections are obtainable.

Figure 12 is a 400 by 400 pixel reconstruction of the fuel bundle at

plane 6 using backprojection. One should note that while the reconstruction is

sharp, there are numerous background artifacts present. However, in spite of

artifacts, the hollow pin centers indicative of a spent assembly are clearly

visible.

Figure 13 is plane 6 reconstructed with maximum entropy using eight iter-

ations. Compared to the convolutional reconstruction, the maximum entropy re-

construction has the following advantages:

1) Ringing artifacts are suppressed outside the hexagon.

2) The circular shape of the fuel pins is better preserved.

3) The reconstruction is less noisy.

However, the convolutional reconstruction has better contrast and sharper defi-

nition of the "avenues" between fuel pins. Both reconstructions show a cupping

density at the center of the bundle. This is probably due to a combination of

film nonlinearities and beam hardening.
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V I I I . SPECIFICATIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL TOMOGRAPHIC SYSTEM

The tomographic scanner hardware is designed as a modular system. The

source, scanner, and detector are each separate mechanisms mounted on a common

stand as shown in Fig. 14.. In this way, the system can be tai lored to permit

sensi t iv i ty and/or spatial resolution to be optimized for a part icular problem.

A laser is used for source-detector alignment.

A schematic of the detector collimator consists of a pair of movable

plates permitting the collimator aperture to vary from a minimum of 0.1 mm up to

a maximum of several millimeters on a side. The detector i t s e l f is simply

placed behind the plates and can be a solid-state detector, a Nal detector, or

a proportional counter depending upon the application. Of course, separate bulk

shielding may be necessary to shield the detector from stray, scattered radiat ion.

The scanner assembly moves the object under inspection back and forth

through the radiation beam and angularly rotates i t between scans. The assembly

is bu i l t from commercially available l inear and rotational modules. The total

l inear travel is about 75 cm horizontally and has a vert ical precision of 0.15

mm. The rotary motion is continuous with an angular precision of 0.02 degrees.

All axes are driven by direct current stepping motors controlled by the LSI-11.

The source module is a table that permits any type of source to be mount-

ed with i t . Isotopic sources are inserted inside a cyl indr ical shield with an

insert that collimates the beam to a cone with a 2-cm-diam base at the detector

coll imator. I f the source detector distance is changed from the nominal 0.6 m,

the source coll imator insert may be changed to maintain the 2-cm-diam base.

Al l three modules are mounted on a stand that permits the source (x,y)

detector modules to be moved along the beam axis. In th is manner, we have the

greatest f l e x i b i l i t y in adjusting the various tomographic parameters.

The tomographic system interface control ler that connects the LSI-11 com-

puter to the mechanical tomographic scanner assembly is also designed in a modu-

la r fashion. This permits a high degree of f l e x i b i l i t y ana ease of modification

for part icular applications. A block diagram and photo of the control ler is

shown in Fig. 15. The connection to the LSI-11 can be via a standard DEC DR11C

equivalent device interface card that allows parallel transfer of 16-bit words

in or out. The projection data is recorded on floppy disks for later recon-

struct ion. Then the system is accessed via a TI-700 terminal. To accommodate

special radiation sources, such as the LASL 24-MeV betatron, i t w i l l only be

necessary to transport the system to that source.
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The interface logic chassis is organized around a bus concept with eight

card s lots . Any of these slots can be used for either positioning electronics

or data-acquisition modules. When f u l l y operational, up to eight detectors w i l l

be multiplexed per card s lo t . This w i l l permit a detector arrangement amenable

to a fan-beam geometry. This w i l l f ac i l i t a te more rapid projection gathering.

A positioning module permits one to control a single mechanical motion with a

stepping motor. Provisions are made for reading the absolute position from en-

coders, control l ing speed via software over a 100 to 1 range with a s tab i l i t y

of 0.01%, control l ing acceleration and deceleration of the motor, detecting

l im i t switch closures, and generating interrupts or s tar t data-take signals at

increments from 1 to 511 motor steps. I n i t i a l l y we are control l ing two trans-

lational axes of motion and one rotational axis. In the future i f i t were de-

sired to position \/ery large assemblies, i t is possible to use the same system

with electrohydraulic stepping motors that are available in multihorsepower

sizes.

The data-acquisition modules are designed with up to eight analog chan-

nels multiplexed into a single analog-to-digital converter. Conversely, i t can

also be used with a single analog-to-digital converter on each card. I n i t i a l l y

a single 12-bit analog-to-digital converter with 40-usec minimum d ig i t i z ing time

is used to record x-ray transmission through the object being scanned. In nor-

mal operation the detector current is integrated between data takes. The end

of conversion signal from the analog-to-digital converter is programmed to gen-

erate a computer in terrupt . The provision for mult iple inputs to a single

analog-to-digital converter and for multiple data-acquisition modules w i l l allow

the use of a multidetector system. This w i l l reduce the scan time required.

Most of the interface electronics is implemented with standard low-power

Schottky TTL integrated c i rcu i ts bu i l t on plug-in wire wrap cards. I t f i l l s

about a half-rack of space. Most of this space is used for power supplies and

the stepping motor power dr ivers. A local control panel on the interface allows

positioning the system for i n i t i a l scan setup and local troubleshooting.

IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS USING AN ELECTRONIC DETECTOR

This section w i l l deal with several experiments conducted using a sodium

iodide crystal and PMT tube combination as an x-ray or gamma-ray detector. The

examples discussed involve reconstructions of actual reactor components or
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phantoms that serve as mock-ups for reactor elements. The detector was operated

as a current integrator.

Reconstruction was undertaken using either a conventional x-ray tube or

a 100 curies of ir idium 192 as a source. In the experiments to fol low, we at-

tempted to adhere to a 1% sensi t iv i ty cr i ter ion for shot material pathlengths.

That i s , i f I is the number of detected photons at a projection point and I is

Poisson distr ibuted, then /F represents the estimated standard deviation or

noise on the signal. The rat io of 1 / /T is equal to 1%. As mentioned

ear l ier , these experiments a l l used the electronic detector in the current i n -

tegration mode. However, the noise present in the projection data s t i l l follows

an approximately Poisson d is t r ibut ion. I t is expected that the above stated

sensi t iv i ty c r i te r ia was violated when projections were gathered through the

longer pathlengths present in a given object. We attempted to meet the 1% c r i -

ter ia on pathlengths that represented minimum path lengths through the object.

Experimentally this involved the computation of a signal variance through a

shot pathlength of the object. The integrator was adjusted unt i l this variance

f e l l below 1% of the mean detector output. This experimental trade-off was ne-

cessary in order to select a reasonable current integration time for each pro-

ject ion point.

The current integration time per point is also related to the number of

source photons Ig emitted over the integration in terva l . The rat io of I /L.

(see Appendix A) represents the degree of source attenuation through various

pathlengths in the object under study. I t was mentioned ear l ier that a 12-bit

l inear A/D converter was used in these experiments. Thus, the numerical range

of the intensity projection data was 0-4095. The dark current leve l , the level

where the number of detected photons I f a l l to zero, was approximately 100. We

adjusted the integrator on the detector so that the background A/D leve l , which

measured the incident f lux I Q , f e l l in a range above 3500. We concurrently set

the minimum A/D level for longer pathlengths at or near 20. This would be 100

units above the dark current level . I f one assumes the range is l inear and near

Poisson, the approximate I / I» rat io would not be smaller than 3.5%. This cor-

responds to 15 db of source attenuation.

1) Aluminum Disk

The i n i t i a l reconstruction was undertaken using a 101.6-mm disk of

aluminum. The primary reason for the test was to estimate density sensi t iv i ty

of the prototype device under what could be considered nearly optinr m conditions.
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The source used was indium. Six holes of 0.4, 0.762, 1.75, 3.81, 7.87, and

15.88-nm diam were dr i l led in the phantom. The scanning aperture was selected

as 0.2 mm by 5 mm. The integration time per projection point was 100 ins.

Figure 16a is the sinogram of the projections. For this example we used 360

projections at 1° increments with 512 points per projection. The reconstruction

is shown in Fig. 16b.

We can clearly see a l l the holes down to 0.762 mm. We cannot, however,

see the 0.4-mm-diam hole. We also noted that the holes were not reconstructed

as c i rc les. To date we have not discovered the reason for th is . The problem

was not noted in any later experiments. However, the primary purpose o f this

test was to discover the density sensi t iv i ty of an ir idium source with a sodiuiM-

iodide d&cector. This was established since 0.762/101.6 corresponds to 0.75%

density sens i t iv i ty . Based on the Nyquist c r i te r ia in the absence of noise, the

theoretical ly highest sensi t iv i ty would be 0.4/101.6 or 0.4% based on a 0.2-mm

scanning aperture. This result was encouraging since i t ver i f ied that the de-

tector c i rcu i t ry wss working at a higher level of sens i t iv i ty than the one to

two percent minimum density sensi t iv i ty of radiographic f i lm .

2) Small Reactor Pipe

The next experiment that we ran involved the detection of a small

square machined thin region in a small stainless steel reactor pipe supplied by

the Electric Power Research Inst i tute (EPRI). The outside diameter of the pipe

was 25.6 mm. The pipe wall was approximately 0.5 mm. The machine thinned spot

was 150 y on a side extending several millimeters down the length of the pipe.

The scan aperture was chosen as 75 y by 2 mm for this example. One hundred and

eighty projections over 180° were collected with an integration time of 200 ms

per projection point. Three hundred and eighty-four values were collected per

projection.

Figures 17a and 17b represent sinograms of the projections. Figure 17a

is a raw sinogram as scanned without beam-hardening correction. Figure 17b is

the same sinogram as corrected. One should note the increased density d i f f e r -

entials between the projected thin and thick material pathlengths in Fig. 17b.

This indicates that the polynomial correction procedure is having the desired

effect . Figure 18 is the reconstruction with correction through the plane of

the groove. Note the small groove visible at 12 o'clock. I t should be noted

that this pipe was scanned using an x-ray scjrce set at 150 keV and 1 mA.
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3) Larger Reactor Pipe

The next example involves the reconstruction of an actual reactor

pipe, supplied by Batteile-Northwest Laboratory. This pipe had been in a work-

ing reactor and had developed a corrosion pressure crack. The source used in

this case was ir idium, The outside diameter was 2.1 cm. The wall thickness was

1 mm. We used a 50-y by 2-mm scanning aperture with 138 ms per projection point.

One hundred and eighty projections with 512 points per projection were taken.

Beam-hardening correction was once again undertaken in this example.

Figures 19a and 19b are the corresponding reconstructions. Note the decreased

density d i f ferent ia ls due to cupping in the pipe walls of Fig. 19b. This is the

beneficial effect of beam correction. The luO- to 150-p crack can clearly be

seen at the 6:30 posit ion.

4) Thoria Standard

The next test involved the scanning of a cyl indr ical fuel rod con-

taining a cyl indrical pel let of thorium with two machined dimples on i t s per i -

phery. This standard was supplied by Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory. The stan-

dard I t se l f consisted of a stainless steel cladding material 1.47 cm in outside

diameter. The machined dimples protruded approximately 200 u from the outer

cyl indr ical boundary of the throium pel let encased by the clad. The dimples ex-

tended no more than 1 mm down the outer side of the throium wal l . We decided on

a scanning aperture of 50 u by 1 mm for this test. Iridium was used as a source.

There were 384 points per projection and 400 ms per projection point. One hun-

dred eighty such projections were taken. Since there were no exterior markings

on the clad to indicate a tomographic plane where dimples could be isolated, the

correct tomographic plane was determined by experimentation. The results of the

test are shown in Figs. 20a and 20b. Figure 20a is the reconstruction. I t is

immediately obvious that the throium pel let is off-center relat ive to the clad.

Also, i t should be noted that the cupping ar t i fac t due to beam hardening is

present. As mentioned ear l ier , multimaterial hardening is more d i f f i c u l t to

accomplish and was not attempted.

The dimples were not obviously v is ib le . However, Fig. 20b is another

more extreme density stretch of Fig. 20a. A dimple is now vis ib le at 8:30

o'clock.

5) Zirconium and Hafnium Standard

Our last test involved tomography of a rectangular phantom supplied

by Bettis Atomic Power Laboratory. This was our i n i t i a l test involving a test
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object with two unequally dense objects. The test piece consisted of three

small hafnium strips embedded in a matrix of zirconium. This test piece was

scanned with an iridium source at 360, l ° - in terva ls . The scan aperture was

200 n by 2 mm with a scan time per projection point of 200 ms. Figure 21 is the

resulting sirogram. I t shows the rotational effects as the three more-dense

hafnium str ips rotate into one indistinguishable mass. Note the increasing

density as the piece rotates into and away from 135- and 315°-ranges. Figure

22a is a reconstruction of the data in Fig. 21. Note the obvious streaking

art i facts caused by a loss of sensi t iv i ty and beam hardening. Figure 22b is a

density thresholded version of Fig. 22a. Note that i t is possible to isolate the

small rectangular hafnium str ips with relat ively few ar t i fac ts . This thres-

holding capabil i ty could make the N-material hardening correction process pos-

s ib le, as outlined ear l ier .

X. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The Los Alamos Laboratory has undertaken a modest e f fo r t designed to

apply computed tomography to nonmedical applications. Our l imited experience

indicates that potential users of this technology are hesitant to make large

commitments of resources necessary to apply this technology to their problems

without i n i t i a l proof of concept experiments.

We have inst i tuted a research plan designed to provide this information.

Computer simulations provide the i n i t i a l evidence that a task is feasible. This

information is then used to configure the prototype scanner to perform the actual

experiment. The f lex ib le nature of the prototype makes this possible. Radia-

tion sources from 30 pky through 24 MeV may be used when necessary. Once feasi-

b i l i t y ha.; been established, we plan to aid the customer in the specif ication

of a system for his production-oriented inspection task. I n i t i a l tests of the

prototype have, for the most part, been successful.

In the near future we w i l l experiment with cobalt and cesium as alterna-

tive radiation sources. We also hope to modify the detector electronics to

accomplish photon counting in addition to the presently used current integrat ion.

Our staf f hopes to construct a fan-beam detector array to speed up the projec-

tion-gathering process. These enhancements plus a multimaterial beam-hardening

correction process should greatly increase the u t i l i t y of this technology for

NDE applications.
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X-RAY SOURCE

Fig. 1. Typical tomographic configuration.

Fig. 2. Fan beam geometry.
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Fig. 3a. Plutonium simulation
SNR = 4.

©

Fig. 3b. Plutonium simulation
SNR = 10.

Fig. 3c. Plutonium simulation SNR = 4, reconstructed
from fan beam data with a = 76°.
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Fig. 4. NBS experimental configuration.
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a.

c.

Fig. 7. Reconstructions with neutron detectors.

X RAY -
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FILM
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Fig. 8. S l i t aperture, ro ta t ion, and x-y stage
used in f i lm tomography.
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Fig. 9. Sinogram of reactor pipe. Fig. TO. Tomographic reconstruction
of pipe and associated sur-
face mosaic.

Fig. 11. Transmission neutron radio-
graphs at 0°, 30°, and 60°.

Fig. 12. Plane 6 reconstructed
backprojection.

using
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Fig. 13. Maximum entropy reconstruc-
tion of plane 6.

Fig. 14. Mechanical aspects of the
tomographic prototype.
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Fig. 15a. Schematic of prototype
controller.

Fig. 15b. Photograph of prototype
controller.
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Fig. 16a. 180° sinogram of disk, Fig. 16b. Reconstruction of aluminum
disk.

Fig. 17a. Sinogram of EPRI pipe prior
to beam-hardening correc-
t ion .

Fig. 17b. Sinogram of EPRI pipe after
beam-hardening correction.
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Fig. 18. Reconstruction with beam-
hardening correction.

Fig. 19a. Reconstruction without Fig. 19b.
beam-hardening correction.

Reconstruction with beam-
hardening correction.
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Fig. 20a. Thoria standard reconstruc-
tion.

Fig. 20b. More extreme density
stretched version of
Fig. 20b.

Fig. 21. Sinogram of rectangular test piece.
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Fig. 22a. Reconstruction of two- Fig. 22b. Density slicing to isolate
material test piece. hafnium in the test piece.

APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF POISSON STATISTICS

We detect the ratio I/IQ, where I and IQ denote, respective^ the number

of exit and incident photons. Thus, we estimate the line integral p by

p = -fcn(I/I0) . (Al)

2
Here I is Poisson distributed with mean n and variance o~n = n. We l inearize

Eq. (Al) about the mean n by

P - P = f ^ J . (I - n) = - 1 (I - n) . (A2)

I=n
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This implies

E(p) = P , . (A3)

and

o I 9 1 1 ri

o = E (p - p) = - = e p / I Q . (A4)

APPENDIX B

NEUTRON NOISE SIMULATION

Let I denote the number of detected neutrons (or photons). Assume I is
Poisson distributed from the main text, Eq. (24) reduces in form to

l
d
 = l
0 ' V

where I n is the total number of neutrons in the source overall energies L. 0.,

is the integrated detector response. Now

I ' 0 = a
Z
(l) = E(I) , (B2)

where the noisy intensity I ' is defined

^e = I . + ( I J 1 / 2 • n , (B3)

and n is Gaussian white noise.
It is the noisy estimate I'e that is converted to total neutron pathlength

in Eq. (26) of the main text.
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